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ABSTRACT 

Predictions for the production or heavy quarks, siipBraymmPtric 
particles, and other colored systems at high energy due to intrin
sic twist-six comprwots in the proton wavefw fiction are giwa. We 
also suggest the possibility of using asymmetric collision energies 
(«.f..via intersecting rings at the SSC) in order to facilitate the study 
of forward find duTraeUv* particle production pioc«Hcs. 
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L INTRODUCTION 
One of tbs most important area* of investigation at ihe SSC will be the pro

duction of heavy particles carrying TOJOT quantum number*, e.tf.,new quark flavors, 
ttipraymmttric partners, technicolor constituents, efe. The simplest and most ob
vious QCT> production mechanism, gluon furion: (9 -* QQ only accounts for a 
fraction of the charm crow section observed at the BR, 1 neither reproducine the 
shapr of the cross section in longitudinal momentum nor the magnitude of the 
miss srrtioa (sec Fig. l). Similarly, the usual pertnrbathre <JCD process -7*3 — 
<2<> (which is ^ivaleut to evolution of the structure function m leading order) 
predicts that charm as well as other heavy quarks art produced dommantly at kvw 
iix < 0.11, whereas data from the EMC collaboration* indicates that the charm 
structure function of the nockon (at large \Y") bos substantial contributions at 
z — 0.0 and beyond fc»ee Fig. 2). 

ft is thus natural to investigate other production mechanisms for heavy par-
licl.-* in QCD, Here wo will focus on the virtual heavy particle constituent QQ 
pairs intrinsic \Q the mielcon honnd sKle wavcTunclion, In analogy to the vir
tual lie-ivy Irpion pair contributions to atomic systems in QED. To leading order 
i» iJt'iQ such intrinsic contributions correspond to twist six terms in the effective 
QCD LiYgvangian:4 

For QED the «?(«?« f)„<\2/&i *2mf term gives too standard Serber-lMIing vac
uum polarization contribution to the mans shift of un atom due to heavy kpton 
pain •' In QCD the corresponding n«(0« F^/m^ term yields a heavy quark con-
irihuthm to the proton state with two to six gluon attachments to the nucleon 
mnstiturats bw Fig. 3), Note that as hi the atomic ease, the runnmg coupling 
rtmsi ant a^k2) is evaluated at the soft momentum scale of the bound state, not at 
Ihe hi-ary particle mass scare. Since the coupling constant 1a large and the number 
nf nmtribiiling graphs is large, it is not unreasonable that the probability for the 
rsisimrc of A charm quark pair in the auclcon wavefunetkm is of the order of 1% 
or su. 

In addition to catering a shift in the proton mass, the twiataix contrihtiUaus im
ply ifap existence vT new virtual Fork statu components of the proton waveTuuctkni 
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containing ac extra QQ pair. At a given time T = t + 2 on the light-cone the 
rt-parliclc state is off the p — =• p* — p* energy shell by 

Eventually lattice gauge theory or the light-cone equation or slate will provide a 
full QCD solution for the proton wavefunction. At this point wc can deduce3 the 
following semiquantitative properties for intrinsic slates such as \uttdQQ): 

1) The probability of such states in the nucleon is nonzero and .scales as m^ 2 . 

2) The maximal wavefunction configurations tend to have minimum off-shell 
energy, corresponding lo constituents or equal velocity or rapidity, i.e.. 

Thus the heavy quarks tend to have the largest momentum fraction in the 
proton wave-function, just opposite to the usual configuration assumed . ir 
sea quarks. A simple model-* for the |?g?Q<5) state which incorporates 
counting rule behavior at i ; *~ 1 and inverse power behavior in F„ predicts a 
valence-like momentum distributing for the heavy quarks in the nurleon. As 
seen in Fig. 2, the EMC data for the charm structure function is ennsislcnt 
with this prediction. 

3) The transverse momenta of the heavy quarks are roughly equal and npjvMile 
and of order WIQ. whereas the tight quarks tend to have soU momenta ap set 
by the hedron wavefunction. 

II. PARTICLE PRODUCTION FROM INTRINSIC STATUS 
Intrinsic Fock states can he materialuod in high energy uadrotiic *«llisitm* h 

the (mulligluon) exchange or longitudinal momentum. An shown in Fig. -I, the 
simplest gluun exchange diagrams give both inclusive and diffractite exeUatUias <rf 
heavy colored particle systems. If the time of collision (-*- 1/ yjlt) is much shorter 
than the time of internal excitation(l/m^) than one Li in the region of the sudden 
approximation, and the state will be produced with kinematics similar to the virtual 
configuration. Since the wavefunction Tor \qqgQQ) has the usual hadronic M2c and 
the QQ subsystem has nonzero color, wc can estimate the had'on cross tret inn as 
the normal geometric cross action multiplied by the probability that thi- virtual 
state exists. Thus we estimate the production cross section for pp —<• QQ X well 
above the Q ty threshold as 

°<k ~ $PQQIP fftl*'t>c 
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The ISR and HM<; data .itc consistent with Pajp — 0.5% corresponding to 

ffr[- -~ 0.5 mb. At low energies one expects3 a threshold factor ~ (1 - »™?/s)4. 
Since /g f lT l / tn^ this implies3 OQQ ~ (mf/tn^) <Fet asymptotically, i.e./Tjj ~ 
100 /ib. <r(j -~ I fib, for wi, = 30 G«»V, etc. This prediction ia three orders of mag
nitude larger than the corresponding cross sections expected from gluon fusion.6 It 
i.-.. however, possible that the intrinsic contribution to OQQ could decrease snme-
whal faster than l/m%, (.^.because of coherent cancellations or contraction of the 
|79?<?<?} wavpfonrtion sin*. 

Intrinsic contributions to heavy particle production cross sections arc additive 
with iIn- usual rontribnlmn expected from gluon fusion. The intrinsic state pro-
(Jiictjiui mechanism obviously ran be extended to suprrsymmetric particles such 
a? «>hn oriel glninos (which have an enhanced color factor) (see Fig. 5), and 
to technicolor constituents in thos" models in which the technicolor particles also 
rimy ordinary SVI3>;* »'.i.trituiii numbers. We (tiseuss these pumiuiiitiEs in detail 
ID Kcrtntn ill. DitTrartke production pp —* pM in events in which the scattered 
proton is identified may be very useful for finding new states M since «ne can 
ihen Uitemnlirnlly identify tin1 diffract ive system as a barynnic slate of specific 
tn^ss ;iinl ;t ummcnhim The complete kinematic specification of I he massive hary-
•n»ic system will allow much tighter constraint» on searches for missing moment tun 
and energy, the usual signals for ,«iipr>rsymmctjic partirle decay. The essential fea
ture I tin! heavy constituents have relatively large longitudinal momentum fraction!! 
in the proton wave fun el ion implies that heavy particles and their decay products 
an- [irticliiced nt large / t as well as larije p T Siftec the forward rapidity regions 
are tint normally accessible in usual detectors, it could be interesting to invtstigalo 
a.-, ym metric beam energy collisions, t.y.. by colliding the HSC with a booster ring 
or other intersecting '"fed beams We discuss the kinematics of such possibilities 
in fieetitm IV. 

The existence of intrinsic heavy particle I'Wh states also can be extended to 
photon and weak vector boson states: the existence or tu-fet-six oper.ilori in the 
effect h" l<a:;r;iiigian imply thai a real phfltnn state contains via vector dominance 
intrinsic ••harm Fuck state components |H6C ?), ttt., with finite probabilities !\-t/-/. 
ttc . This implies dilTra live excitation phrttnproduetion rtuw section at high en
ergies with .-r«>s sections «r the order i'tth aV^ "" ^ l 1 '''*'• w n ' c a a E a '" ""'st 
be added l« the usual fusion ty — ft- contribution. In faet, as revirwd in IW. 
[7|. melasijc phtittiprodurtion of i-harm stales is observed to he much larger than 
predicted by the fusion model. A. similar intrinsic production nwrb&nism tor the W 
leads to a significant et cross section in charged current neutrino-production and 
could be at toast in part responsible for the same-sign dilepton anomaly. 
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III. INTRINSIC: SUl'KUSYMMkTRIC AM) TKCHNICOl.OH COMPONENTS 
OF THE PROTON 

It is amusing lo consider some or the consequences of a non-neKiipblc intrinsic 
component of gluinos. scalar ipinrkn (the Mipcrsymniclrir partners •>[ itu> quarks), 
or techniquarks inside tin- proton, f-'irst. w consider tin- TISI- T tl. • Junius The 
supcrsymmetric content of the proton i;i usually minput "if ';• lo-iilsiip. order u: per
turb at ivc QCD using tin* Altarclli-I'arisi evolution equations. KcMih*. uf such cal-
culations have been given in lief. [8] Hen-, we simply wish In einph.'i.sii'e that Mich 
calculations could he a significant underestimate, especially at large v., in the same 
•way that the charm content of the proton is underestimated Hy piTlurbattvp QC!) 
calculations (see Fig. 2) In principle, precipe measurements of structure function;* 
at very large energy cp machines could uncover evidence for ww constituent.11, al
though such experiments are clearly very difficult. 

The most likely way to uncover the existence of glumm (g\ and scalar-quarks 
(Q) is by direct observation of (heir production and decay. The expected decay 
signatures depend on their masses. If .\fi; > A/̂  then IJ — gij and q — qy, if 
M~ < A/A, then ij —<• <]g and y —* qq"!, where the phoiino h i is assumed to 
escape the detector (similar to the en.se of a neutrino) Thus, the basic property 
which distinguishes .such decays Troru ordinary heavy quarks i-i the los.-. of transverse 
energy (due to the' /) without an accompanying charged leptmi ( \ serious exception 
is Q —• qn> where T -• v -f liadrons: :.iic)i a background will have lo hi? rah ul.ited 
and should be carefully studied.) . 

The case of technicolor is somewhat different. Here, one imagines finding Q QT 

pairs inside the proton where QT is a toclinititi^rk wh.ch carries Ixith color find 
technicolor quantum numbers. The chari-teristic technicolor scale AT in nearly JO3 

that at QCD. Due to I lie necessity of neutralizing the technicolor quantum numbers 
in the final state, associated production analogous to KrI) does not occur. The 
most natural final states thus contain a spectrum of massive leeliiiirolor-singlet 
bound states at the scale of the mass of the technicolor quarks These states decay 
dnminantly into the lighter mass technihadrons which in turii decay into pairs of 
Ws and /Ts. 

There are, in addition, very light-stnt*T< pseudo-Goldstone boson (techiupions) 
predicted by many technicolor theories which behave like the charged mid neutral 
Higgs bosons of ordinary clorlrowcak models." Since they are color smqleis. ihey can 
only he pioduccd intrinsically by [irolies with momenta of order "f the technicolor 
scale, as opposed lei their liglr mass. Thm* intrinsic teclmipions in the proton are 
again characterized by the A r scale of the tcclini<n|or thmry ?rn\ v.ill n-jiiprise only 
a fraction of the technicolor panicles proihiced in difTra< i i\c ( M M - ]f such states 
arc produced diffractively. they will carry large longitudinal momentum fractions in 
contrast to the small momentum Tractions usu.illy predicted for elementary Iliggs 
particles. In addition, in the technicolor scenario, the longitudinal components of 
the 11 * nnd Z° arc bound states oftcchniquarks, and one thus also predicts intrinsic 
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11* am! /" components of the proton at the A_ scale. 
A RciiiTal mndrsinn from the above discussion is that cross sections for new 

phy-.ii-;-,, in certain kinematic r-gions, may be seriously underestimated by leading 
twist perlurbative QCD calculations. In principle, this indicates thnt the ability to 
discover new phenomena may be much greater than previously supposed. On the 
other hand, "no would like to plan; more restrictive limits oh various candidate-
nnn|c|« fur new physics if no new phenomena are detected. Alt the consequences 
di^i n-si-<i in this paper depend on the correctness of the intrinsic Fock state picture. 
If this picture is experimentally verified through further v'udy of charm and obser
vation of the predicted enhancement of 6 and 1 quark production (as discussed in 
Sections 1 and 11), Lhen one can bepin to use tbc intrinsic state approach to obtain 
stronger restrictions on the parameters of the various models of new physics beyond 
the Standard Model. 

iv DKTKCTION or HICAVY PARTICLE DETRACTIVE REACTIONS 
We turn now to the kinematics of d[(Tractive heavy particle production. Imagine 

a tliirr.net ively produced state of masa M where M lies at the threshold for production 
of new heavy quarks /SUSY particles, tit. Some percentage of the time this system 
will in fact contain heavy particles and will decay roughly isotropically in its rest 
frame. Assuming adequate cross section, the problem is to have detectors which see 
crnmp;h of this "isotropic" decay, that it is distinguishable Trom a background event 
in which M contains only light quarks, fragmenting to light hadrons, produced 
primarily along the collision ccntcr-of-mass axis. The difficulty lies in the fact 
that, in a colliding beam configuration, the system At arising from the diffractive 
excitation of one beam will be moving rapidly in the laboratory and some of its decay 
products will be lost at small angles. We discuss the kinematics of this situation 
and limits placed upon the new heavy particle M values observable for a given beam 
con)'fiiiratiun and detector acceptance. 

t 'onsidcr a head-on collision of proton beams of energies and momenta pt = 
| /•,!,(), 0 , / / i f - M~"), and pi = {E2,0,0,-^~ Kf"). We take E2 < Ev and 
dim-actively excite proton # 2 to a state of mass M. The system will move in the 
negative : direction. The momentum of p\, after the collision, is denoted by p{. 

We consider an event with minimum momentum transfer 7* = ^p^ — p [ ) 2 SK 
~\\M'/a)M\2. We. define p M to be the i vector of the slate M. Then 

(a) ^ =,» + ,* = , g , ? r = 0 ; 

e 
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(c) The boost variable y^ from the lab frame to the rest frame of M is 
V M = _(n ^ . (Recall a+l = e~« a+ ; o~ ' ^ & a~ \ 

(d) A particle with mass <K M produced at a small angle 6/f with respect to 
the — i direction of fa >n •W'3 r e s t frame appears at 

„ M. 

with respect to — b in the lab frame. 
(e) The phase space available to a particle of mas3 m*, transverse energy 

ET, and rapidity yR in the H rest system is defined by the ET — yR 

plot of Fig 6. {ET = ylmj + p j ; laboratory 4-momenta Tor this 
particle are p:

L = ET sinb yL,EL = ET cosh yL where ff£ = y B + y x 
). In the plot we assume that M is large enough that ^ < ~L. Phase 
space corresponding to the excluded forward and backward laboratory 
angles smaller than #o (<£ 1) is indicated by the hatched area. The outer 
boundary of the phase space region is defined by 

\ymaAET)\ — In f(«+^)l 
ET 

The critical £"£ below which a particle is lost to small angles < 6Q is 
given by 

E i-i-iSL-*.***^-'*^) 
For [6oEi)/M <g; 1 we give several key points in Fig. 0. For instance 
the largest ET that can be lost, ET = yna^ + OfiEz, requires yR = 
-lnHjET. 

The limits on heavy particle X system d**lection will now be discu^ed. 
J. We require M/ \/s ^ 1/5 to avoid phase space suppression of the cross 

section as discussed earlier. For s — 4E1E2 and E\ = 2 X 10* GeV, this 
implies 

W | G e V ) ^ e O \/£^(GeV"l 

2. Wo demand, for an isotropicaJly decaying heavy system M, that wc cover at 
least 65% of the solid angle. This means, if 5„ ia the smallest rest frame 
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angle [with respect to - 2} observable, that /*_g sin 0RdOR < .„ ; x 2, or 
- O 

Q~R < 0.2. Requiring the corresponding laboratory angle to be fln implies 

IF we want to be able to contain systems with M as low as 30 GeV, we require 
£•; $ 7 X L03 GeV X ( K r s / 0 o ) . With such aw E2 we can avoid phase space 
suppression up to M < 5 TeV. For E-± ~ 2 X 10* GeV, H = 00 GeV 
Xlffo/IO"'1) is the lower limit and M < 8 TeV the upper limit. 

3. Minimum bias events do not appear to be a significant problem. Even if one 
loses (»)^ 2m„ in transverse energy for such an event (wc have taken (BT) = 
2mz I, this will still be very small compared to M since (n)^ s.-ows only like 
(n At. In addition this lost energy is generally symmetrically distributed and 
will not confuse a missing ET trigger. 

4. The most significant problem is to distingtiisb nn isotropic heavy particle M 
system from rare background events in which significant transverse energy 
resides in QCD jets. This problem is endemic to heavy particle snatches 
at a. hadron machine whether produced diffractively or otherwise. A3 usual, 
lepton signals, vertex detectors, and event topology measures will be required 
to bring the sigual above background level. 

5. The physics can be greatly constrained by measuring p{ in order to com
pletely determine the pj^ for diffractive events. This requires being able to 
measure the momentum of the forward scattered proton, p[, with 

pi z pi" =, il = ^ = M 2 

In summary, there .ippears 10 be considerable merit for considering an ••»«>'111-
metric colliding beam configuration with /;<; £2 1/5 of E\ and a specialized detector 
with good coverage down to 0f> — I 0 - 3 . Since the intrinsic statp model predicts 
substanti;il diffracttve cross sections Tor new pari tele production, this region should 
not be ignored in designing th>- super collider. 
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Figure 1. 1SK data' tot Af Utftttsive 
production compan-d with the charm 
quark longitudinal mo*aeatufn distfi-
bult̂ B predicted by tb«> fusion model. 
Tb- .'irtal rbarm cross section includes 
additional rrnitribuMofiS tttm I) pro-
dui-tipu. 
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[''iffim* 3 EMC data3 for the intc-
gr.itcd otinriii quarlc z// ; diatritjutinii io 
Itio nuclcon deduced from JJJV -• ppX , 
Th*. nh^iwi-tfuon fusion (PGi") morttO 
predicts thai the indurated mom< ntiim 
(lislri tuition sat ut tit on at j j y ™ ( U 
whercrus (here is a Mitiatnnlial contri-
hutioti hcyond xp) m CM. The lattinMc 
charm 11C| prediction ii from Ret. 3. 

FIKUFP 3. Exareple of a heavy quark 
contribution to the nucleoli State in QCD 
at w f o l/Afg T w o *» *** rfuwa Calk 
attach to Up to MX foostitdfnt legs in 
lb* mefeen Ttawf«nrtittn. 
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Figure 4. Simplest QCD contributions 
to inclusive and difJractive production 
ot heavy quark, states in high energy pp 
scattering. The difTr active contribution 
is characterized by the absence of par
ticles produced ic the central rigidity 
region. 

t) " t 'OCIwi" 

Figure 5. Example or aasoriaied pro
duction of supcraymmctric hadron; in 
pp scattering due to intrinsic gluino pair 
states. 
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Figures. The phase spacef(ir W de
cay in terms of the transverse energy 
ET and .M-nstframe rapidity y B of a 
particle of mass mn. The maximum 
ET is M/2 and the maximum and min
imum rapidities are yn — ±yit, with 
yM = Cn [M/tnn). The rapidity y' — 
f« {2E>/M\ represents LIIP zero labo
ratory rapidity point. For ;>„ < y'. 

the hatched region is Irirtt inside a bark-
ward delei'lor of minimum Bccpplaiire 
nngle C(i The maximum 1rai.sver.4t* en
ergy lost in the backward region is JiT — 
vf m; + 65/'-] and occurs at yf — y = 
- f » \Mj t-r) The ijF = 0 crossing 
pnint i h / ^ ^ n i . / ^ l - {O-hp-Uk-
where.-*^ 1 -{M-/4fi») 
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